
Driven Collision is proud to announce that we are now part of The Educated Choice® Repair Program by 
Meemic. This means no more waiting for an adjuster to come inspect your vehicle, running around town 
to three different estimates, and most importantly; trying to make sure whether or not your vehicle will 
be repaired safely. We are now a One-Stop-Shop for all Meemic customers.  

Meemic did all the Homework on Driven Collision for you 
 
As a service to their teachers and educator members, they only choose the very best auto repair 
facilities to be a part of The Educated Choice® Repair Program. That's why they have chosen Driven 
Collision here in Lansing Michigan. When you bring your car to a shop pre-approved through The 
Educated Choice® Repair Program, you can be assured of timely service, first-rate repairs and complete 
satisfaction. Here are some of the many advantages to bringing it to Driven Collision; 
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No need to get multiple estimates or appraisals — Driven Collision is pre-approved! 

Driven Collision has free loaner vehicles (when available) and also offers discounted rental rates thru 
Enterprise & Hertz. 

Hassle-free process — all claim payments are sent directly to the shop after repairs are completed. 

Driven Collision is a Trusted auto repair shop and is conveniently located right of off 496 West in Lansing 
Michigan 

Auto repairs are guaranteed for as long as you own the car. 

Trust a Meemic Recommend Trustworthy Repair Shop, Trust Driven Collision  
 
If you’ve had an accident, call Meemic's professionals toll-free at 1-800-231-5770 to get your claim 
started — they are there to help 24/7. Tell them that you want to take it to Driven Collision, their 
recommend Educated Choice® Repair Program shop here in Lansing Michigan, where your auto collision 
and auto dent repairs will be guaranteed for as long as you own your car. For your convenience, you can 
also start your claim online by clicking HERE 

 

https://www.meemic.com/member-services/claims-center/file-an-auto-claim.aspx

